A recombinant chimeric epidermal growth factor-like module with high binding affinity for integrins.
Integrins are cell surface receptors involved in numerous pathological processes such as metastasis invasion and abnormal angiogenesis. To target these receptors, the epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like domain of human complement protease C1r was used as a natural scaffold to design chimeric modules containing the RGD motif. Here we report a high yield bacterial expression system and its application to the production of two such modules, EGF-RGD and V2, the latter variant mimicking the RGD-containing domain of disintegrins. These modules were characterized chemically, and their biological activity was investigated by cellular assays using various Chinese hamster ovary cell lines expressing beta1 and beta3 integrins and by surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy. Remarkably, the modifications leading to the V2 variant had differential effects on the interaction with beta3 and beta1 integrins. The disintegrin-like V2 module exhibited enhanced binding affinities compared with EGF-RGD, with KD values of 7.2 nm for alpha5beta1 (a 4-fold decrease) and 3.5 nm for alphavbeta3 (a 1.5-fold decrease), comparable with the values determined for natural integrin ligands. Analysis by NMR spectroscopy also revealed a differential dynamic behavior of the RGD motif in the EGF-RGD and V2 variants, providing insights into the structural basis of their relative binding efficiency. These novel RGD-containing EGF modules open the way to the design of improved variants with selective affinity for particular integrins and their use as carriers for other biologically active modules.